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Controller States Table

The following table describes the controller states:

Controller State Description LED

RUN

(Green)

ERR

(Red)

I/O

(Red)

BOOTING The controller executes the boot firmware and its own internal self-

tests. It then checks the checksum of the firmware and user 

applications.

ON OFF OFF

OFF ON ON

OFF ON OFF

INVALID_OS There is not a valid firmware file present in the flash memory. The 

controller does not execute the application. Refer to the Firmware 

Upgrade section to restore a correct state.

OFF Regular 

flash

OFF

EMPTY The controller has no application. OFF Single 

flash

OFF

EMPTY after a 

system error 

detected

This state is the same as the normal EMPTY state. But the 

application is present, and is intentionally not loaded. A next reboot 

(power cycle), or a new application download, will restore correct 

state.

OFF Fast 

flash

OFF

RUNNING The controller is executing a valid application. ON OFF OFF

RUNNING with 

breakpoint

This state is same as the RUNNING state with the following 

exceptions:

The task-processing portion of the program does not resume until 

the breakpoint is cleared.

The LED indications are different.

For more information on breakpoint management, refer to 

SoMachine, Programming Guide.

Single 

flash

OFF OFF

RUNNING with 

external error 

detected

Configuration, TM3, SD card, or other I/O error detected.

When I/O LED is ON, the details about the detected error can be 

found in PLC_R.i_lwSystemFault_1 and 

PLC_R.i_lwSystemFault_2. Any of the detected error conditions 

reported by these variables cause the I/O LED to be ON.

ON OFF ON

STOPPED The controller has a valid application that is stopped. See details of 

the STOPPED state (see page 50) for an explanation of the behavior 

of outputs and field buses in this state.

Regular 

flash

OFF OFF

STOPPED with 

external error 

detected

Configuration, TM3, SD card, or other I/O error detected. Regular 

flash

OFF ON

HALT The controller stops executing the application because it has 

detected an application error

Regular 

flash

ON –

Boot Application 

not saved

The controller has an application in memory that differs from the 

application in Flash memory. At next power cycle, the application will 

be changed by the one from Flash memory.

ON or 

regular 

flash

Single 

flash

OFF


